BugZolve 2.0
A SkillMagic Product

Customise the columns you wish to see

Search enables you to
navigate to your case easily

Submit a case with two clicks

Easy navigation to your filters to
load the set of cases you need
Star a case to mark
it as important

Double click the column headings
to sort on that column

Customise your search criteria and save it for future navigation

What is BugZolve ?
BugZolve is a bug tracking system which helps in tracking,
prioritizing the various tasks a development team has to do.
It is web based, so everyone on the team has the complete
knowledge. All bugs, enhancements are searchable.

You can install BugZolve on your own web server or use BugZolve
on our hosted servers.

Features of BugZolve
Tracking
BugZolve tracks bugs, enhancements, feature requests and defects
to their closure. With web based interface, everyone in the team
has the complete knowledge of all the updates happening to the
cases.

Workflow and Process enforcement
With its inbuilt workflow, BugZolve enforces process in the bug
resolution. Automatic notifications help the developer to do their
job seamlessly.

Communication
With its inbuilt notification system, all the necessary data related
to a case is communicated to all the stake holders and interested
parties automatically.

History
All changes to done are saved. Hence any change to a case can be
easily identified and made accountable.

Accountability
Each case is assigned to exactly one person. Hence the person will
be accountable for the case.

Multiple Projects
BugZolve can be used for multiple projects or bugs spanning
multiple projects. It is very easy to create a new project in the
system.

Multiple Time Zone Support
With Multiple Time Zone Support, each user residing in different
timezone sees time stamps according to his timezone.

Remote Administration

Levels of users

BugZolve is web based, thus enabling the administration easy over Users in BugZolve can be either normal users or administrators.
the web.
Administrators can create administrators and change the
applications settings.

Categorize cases
Customizable Metadata
BugZolve can be used to classify cases by project, area, release,
priority. Sorting and searching can be done on all the specified
fields.

Filters

BugZolve can be customised to the terminology used in your
organisation. Say if your organisation deals with priorities like P1,
P2 or P3, or High, Medium or Low, or a scale from 1 to 10, BugZolve
can be customised the way you prefer.

BugZolve supports concept of filters which can be configured and
saved to access a specific set of cases quickly.

Installation

Views

BugZolve can be installed on your servers which have the following
installed.

BugZolve supports concept of saved views, which enables the user
to see specific fields of the case in his desired order.

Discussions
BugZolve can enable case specific discussion to be done in the
system. All discussions are store and can be retrieved along with
the case.

Attachments

MySQL version 5.0 and above
PHP version 5.0.0 and above

BugZolve online
BugZolve can be run on our hosted servers without you having to
purchase one. All the data is secure and is maintained and backed
up regularly. These are the advantages of using BugZolve online
account.

BugZolve allows the user to attach/view attachments to the case
itself. With no limit on the number of attachments, complete logs
and screenshots related to the case can be preserved along with
Automatic Upgrade
the case in the system itself.
We upgrade the database and the scripting engine whenever a new
Search cases
stable version is released.
BugZilla provides a detailed search feature with which the required Support
case can be searched for easily.
Since the account is hosted on our servers, support can be given
Case statistics
immediately.
BugZilla provides case statistics like open to resolve time and
resolve to close time to ensure that the project follows service
level agreements related to the case.

Starring and Subscription
Any user can mark a specific case with a star with an interest to
follow it. Further, the case can be followed for getting updates via
email by subscribing to the case.

Backup
All your data will be secure and periodically backed up by the
administrators and can be restored whenever needed.

About SkillMagic
SkillMagic was started in 2007. SkillMagic's pre hire testing product has been used in many organisations to help recruiters identify the
best people for hiring in their organisation.
BugZolve is the next product to help organisations follow and improve their bug tracking processes.
SkillMagic has the best of developers to do the great work. We use our own product BugZolve to keep track of our cases for our
products. BugZolve 1.0 has been released in 2009 and since then we have added many features which improve the usability of the
software.
SkillMagic believes in open source and thus reduces the cost of ownership of the software. All software used in creation and
development of products including this document are open sourced.
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